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At the Toronto Focal Forum we share a passion for the printed photograph: it’s our chosen means of creative expression, so 
we strive for artistic and technical excellence. Our candid print reviews are times for diverse work and different ideas, creating 
an invigorating, ongoing conversation about our experiences in art and in life. These evenings are times of inspiration, honing 

our craft of clear vision and communication, enriching our photographic pursuits. This is the measure of our success.

Bad weather makes for good photographs, so perhaps bad traffic 
makes for good critiques. Our northern members battled the first 
storm of the season and brought strong images and insights with 
them. Leif served as our guide for the night, letting the makers 
introduce their photographs and keeping us on track.  
Our photography spanned a broad range, from the delicacy and 
starkness of nature to the balance of life and forms in the city, both 
spontaneous and planned. Time and again this night we were 
reminded that modern life in its varied forms around the world is a 
series of unique experiences, never to be repeated, and that these 
ever-changing times make all of our photographs into historical 
documents eventually. It is our privilege and responsibility to be 
worthy of this challenge, and to take part in the ongoing 
conversation that is an artmaker’s life. 
Heavy stuff for a Wednesday evening – and an ongoing reminder 
that it is good to take photos, better to show them, and best to be 
able to discuss them with a group like ours. 

Street Crossing, by Nick Janushewski

Upcoming Meetings 

December 5 – No Seal 
Dass 
Title and Maker Announced 
Break the Rules 

January 9 – Seal 
Guy Saint-Louis 
Title and Maker Announced 
Break the Rules II 

January 23 – Seal 
Marie Algieri-Goldgrub 
Maker Anonymous, Title Announced 
My Favourite Things
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Prints Shown  
21 November 

Marie Algieri-Goldgrub 
A Delicate Balance [G] 

Bruce Macaulay 
An Urban Beach [G] 

Dass 
Flower Sellers [G] 

Matthew Robertson 
Eastern Gap [S] 

Darcy Rector 
Heads No Tails [S] 

Marvin Cooper 
Cormorants and Nest [G] 

Mort Shapiro 
Treasure House [S] 

Allan Flagel 
Chair in the Woods [G] 

Vince Sheridan 
Oyster Fungus [] 

Carm Griffin 
Adobe Light and Shadow [S] 

Judy Griffin 
Forward Thinking – MIT [G] 

Leif Petersen 
Remarkable Reine [G] 

Nick Janushewski 
Street Crossing [G]

Nothing has transformed my life more than realizing that it’s a waste of time to evaluate my worthiness  
by weighing the reaction of the people in the stands. 

– Brené Brown

Dass will be moderating our final meeting for 2018 on Wednesday, December 5. 
He says that yes, images of seals are indeed welcome, as that breaks his rule.

Break the Rules 
by Dass 

Many of us have come to the Forum through camera clubs. Camera club 
competitions condition one to think that good photographs come from following 
the ‘rules’, and to score well one must please the judges by giving them what they 
want. This thinking limits what and how one shoots and stifles creativity. We 
shoot for the judges, not for ourselves. We become formulaic in our thinking. 
We have become members of the Forum because we have a broader perspective on 
what makes a good photograph. We understand that art has no rules.  
Our December 5th meeting is a ‘no seal’ night (so please don’t bring any images of 
seals). Bring an image that demonstrates ‘breaking the rules’. The rule of thirds, 
too much negative space, too busy, no main subject, no subject dead centre, the 
horizon must be straight, no one walking out of the frame, etc. Whatever rule 
you’d like to break, do it. No seal nights are an opportunity for you to show non-
traditional and experimental work so embrace the challenge and make us think.

Treasure H
ouse, by M

ort Shapiro



Nothing is less real than realism. Details are confusing.  
It is only by selection, by elimination, by emphasis, that we get at the real meaning of things. 

– Georgia O’Keefe
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Above: An Urban Beach, by Bruce Macaulay 
Below Left: A Delicate Balance, by Marie Algieri-Goldgrub   Below Right: Cormorants and Nest, by Marvin Cooper

Lightbox Photographs 
November 21, 2018 

A selection of images from our sixth meeting of the season.  
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It’s a challenge to look at the obvious and see something more.  
Not every common object will rise up off the page just because you take its picture.  

– Michael Levin

Curiosity 
by Allan Flagel 

I enjoy listening to the comments, both positive and negative, and seeing how different people 
react to the wonderful variety of images.  
As you know, we all look at things slightly differently because of our personalities, backgrounds 
and past experiences. I always get a kick out of watching photographers comparing images after 
a group outing when they find so many things that their friends saw that they completely 
missed and vice versa. 
One of my favourite joys of photography is how it gives us the opportunity to see things that 
most others miss. We can relearn how to look at the world with that wide-eyed wonderment of 
a young child, discovering all of the amazing sights around us.

Chair in the Woods, by Allan Flagel


